At ALL4PACK models KARTOS,
PLANETA and the new HMI
Processing and Packaging divisions at ALL4PACK
from 26th to 29th November in Paris Hall 6, booth A022
In perfect compliance with its approach towards the customer, which is always focused on
understanding his needs with effectiveness and flexibility, at ALL4PACK 2018 exhibition MG2
introduces some important news.
We refer to KARTOS cartoner and PLANETA capsule filler, which have been equipped with the
new HMI. Resulting from an in-house innovation process, AUTOMATION 2020, the new interface
is the product of a study which looked at the special needs of the operator, but also the
technical/operating requirements.
But let’s go into the details of MG2 presence at ALL4PACK, where the visitor can see with their
own eyes both innovation and quality of the MG2 packaging division, with the intermittent-motion
cartoner Model KARTOS which has been designed to pack products for pharmaceutical, cosmetic
and food industries. KARTOS reaches a speed of 120 cartons per minute; it can be totally
managed electronically and it is suitable to handle a wide range of size parts, while allowing an
easy access to the working area thanks to its ergonomic design. Thanks to both a quick and easy
size parts change over, and the numerous automatic feeding systems, KARTOS satisfies the most
different packing exigencies Besides, also the integration to any line layout is very easy.
At the trade show, it is present also the MG2 processing division with a best seller that comes in
a renewed version: the capsule filler model PLANETA, which is particularly suitable to reach the
maximum flexibility thanks to its machine speed with an upgradable production output from 6.000
to 100.000 capsules/hour, its dosing capability and its weight control systems.
The real piece of news at ALL4PACK is the new HMI, which has been assembled on both
machines, in compliance with 4.0 industry. It is the result of a study based on the User Experience
Methodology where the operator is the focus of a usability analysis. The platform, which is
characterized by a unique concept with a 21-inch touch-screen monitor, has visual commands that
facilitate the management and operation of the machines, visual parameters access, visual
interaction for alarms and guided process execution.
These are only a few requisites allowing to make MG2 machines even more close to the customer
under all points of view, thanks to an equipment which both further increases their flexibility and
make them user-friendly.
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MG2, with a total turnover exceeding 30 million Euro in 2017, and thanks to its complete range of products
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